
Translated by Ling Chung and Se{m Golden

Flowers No Longer Drift through the Air in Our City

By Rang Zi

Flowers no longer drift through the air in our city. In March
Everywhere crouch the beasts of enormous buildings-
Sphinxes in the desert, peering at you sarcastically.
Flocks of iron tigers roar by
From morning till night.

From morning till night
Rain of soot and thunder of din.
The quarrel of cog-wheel upon cog-wheel.
The struggle between machine and machine.
Time crumbles
Life fades by the second.

When night comes, our city like a huge poisonous spider
Extends her shimmering web of temptation
To snare the steps of passers-by
To snare the lonely hearts.
The void of the night.

I often sit in solitude on the dreamless plateau of night
Watching the city of night
Like a huge flower-shaped diamond brooch
Displayed in the window of an import boutique
Priced steep for sale.
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The Transcendence of Verna Lisa

By Rong Zi

Beautiful Verna Lisa
You felt unquiet sorrow.
When the bullets of reality hit
O my, our companions were shot
Many were wounded. Many died.

How admirable is such a death!
All those captured are witnesses.
-My Verna Lisa thus prays
For courage in isolation, for will against despair.

I wish my legs could move straight ahead
Like sleep-walking Verna Lisa
Who walks out from the canyon,
Evades the fierce surges of reality,
Escapes the sharp teeth of robots, and
Slides over the down slope of a materialistic civilization
Like a miracle, she moves forward
Toward the distant horizon!
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On the Snow-Covered Ground

By Lin Ling

I.

I lie quietly on the snow-covered ground,
On the snow-covered ground
Its shining silver is white bones of love.
While you promenade leisurely
I sleep fast. I think
The hyacinth in the southern sphere
Wanders still.

2.

Oh!
How long it has been buried !

-iced-over passion and piercing cold
-white bones of love.

At night
On your way home, you pass by this spot.
You love to whistle gently.
You would sit by the roadside
-How warm it is here, you would ponder,
This shining silver ,
It seems I've been here before.

What are you thinking about?
I am sleeping here,
Here, on the snow-covered ground, white bones of love,
I will collect your footprints.

3.

Don't you like to trample on things? Oh, yes,
I remember the traces of water you left
When you skated on the heights.
I would enjoy the mutilation
Even if you came down on rusty blades.

Who am I?
I am the soil, the melted waterdrops.
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He Knocked at the Gate

By Lin Ling

He knocked at the gate,
..But did not stay long beneath the gate tower .
He knocked at the gate, wearing a black robe.
Raising his whip, he looked inside, from afar .
The gates in all other directions were locked
Except the East Gate. A guard with a silver beard was dozing.
His eyes, dipped in memory, scanned this man from a remote land.

He knocked at the gate,
But did not stay long beneath the gate tower .
He was a man who never settled down anywhere.
Quietly went the hoofs.
When he departed
His long whip
Spread dust allover the moat
Which had never been enveloped by fog before.

He knocked at the gate and left dry twigs behind
And ashes which soared with the wind
In the woods outside the castle, and descended
To earth to rest in peace, but, though the weight was diminishing
There would be no dream of peaceful rest
In the traveller's sack.
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The Mirror of Karma

By Xiong Hong

When you went travelling
I was here, in solitude, contemplating
It was the unbearable thought of parting from one another
That bound and perpetuated our bond of marriage.
An ordinary couple are we.
So-called love was the wish to stay together.

(Tonight you dwell in Quadruple Creek.
Quadrifold gauze curtains
Partition quadrifold misty dreams.
Tonight you dwell in Quadruple Creek.)

You took trouble to settle our house
By the water, by the dikes,
So that I could watch the flowering reeds and fragrant grass.
Peaceful was our life.
So-called love was sometimes
As splendid as misty sunset clouds.

(Tonight you dwell in a Buddhist temple in Lotus Town
In a darkling side room
Are you sitting quietly in meditation?)

You never made rash promises,
Not even betrothal in our next life.
Pressed for an answer, you said,
"In our next life, you would be my beloved daughter."
With this obsessive idea quenched, all my anxiety dispersed
Clamorous songs vanished like swift water .
Compared to you, Li Qingzhao,*
I found more bliss in my marriage in this life.

*Renowned poetess of the Song dynasty. She was happily married to a scholar who died young.
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Written at Sunset

By Xiong Hong

Round leaves merge with the water.
Time graven on their green faces.
Our hearts are the ocean, the lake
And then a tiny pond.
Gossamer criss-crosses on and beneath the leaves.
My longing is a drop of water .

Sometimes, suddenly, we fall in love with old stories
Time triumphs then
And lets down its long hair
Shadowy black
Trailing all over like willow branches.

The old melancholy always comes from beyond the land of longing.
The colours of the sunset thicken.
Shadows stick to the water .
You cannot tear them away. ...
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A murdered sun

In a chimney-like city.
An absurd autumn ripens
On a weeping tree.
The torn boomings of a bell

Are falling
Like dead doves.
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It is a season which forever slumbers,
People are the fermented stars,

the broken clay dolls on a ladder,
or the dead snake-like sunlight.
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Free the hedgehogs from the guitar, please
Here the roses
Are the last lies.
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Those wailing fish
Hustle in the darkness
Maria in the picture frame,
I heard that you died already.
So died the sailor .
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The Name of a Traveller

By Luo Ying

Snowflakes
Are sharp weeds
They saw in dreams,
Flooding and shouting
Around the house.

Thus winter

Dissolves in charcoal fire
Into a poem
Read over and over .

Please recite it, engrave it and
Plant it
On a cloud
On which no word has ever been written
Make it
Wander.
Make it
Shout.

Then
Snowflakes will descend on the bed
Descend on weeds of tears.
They will turn into salt,
Into the name
Of a traveller .
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Metamorphosis

By Luo Ying

Daylight
Is the dancing snow
That gushes out
Before anyone else does.
The snow falls on

Myears
Which are still blocked by night.
The ears are the darkest
Nights that bloom
In the core of

Night.

At six o'clock
On the face of the clock
Which was cut into two half-rounds
The juice of morning

Drop by drop
Descends on
The ruins of night.

Among the numerous hands
Of a street lamp
That has just gone out
The tumultuous light
Is already
Born.

I was suddenly

Transformed into

A moth.
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Shows of Death

By Luo Ying

I.

When he
Stood on the highest roof top
Only the wind
Blew toward him
Shook hands with him
And bid him adieu.

Also like
The butterfly
That was once in love
He stretched his arms
To measure
The distance
Between life and death.

To the closed doors
Of a church
He cast a loud

Cry
That was shattered into
Echoes
That filled the sky.

He cast down
His body too.
Suddenly he was turned into
A torn book
Of which the plot was
As cold as
Blood.

2.

Walking on the highway
She
Closes her eyes.
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As if
The lights are eyes
The eyes
Of cat, of sky, of fairy tale, of love,

Oh

It rains

With such dense

Sounds.

She lies down.
The highway is her bed.
She puts on blood.
She pillows on
Death.

3

.

That night
The moon on his back
Painted
A shadow
Which lay
Prostrate solemnly and became
The sickly form
Of a beetle.

Illummined by the headlight
The beetle vanished instantly
And snuck into his

Body
Ceaselessly yelling his
Name.

In wrath he dived into
The pool
With a string of rising
Bubbles, he and his shadow
Both became clouds
That drifted in
Heaven.
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4.

Sunrise
Is the rose which one should not
Pluck at will. ...

The pondering monkey
Suddenly sees
The wild grasses around his cage
!"{aise their

Clamouring
Hands.
A burning planet

Gallops
Toward him.

He too starts to flee
Because he cannot break
The cage
Which failed to trap Day and Night.
His body and the cage clash and spark off
Blossoms
Of blood.
Blood takes possession of
The no longer pondering
Beast.
Silence is a pile of ashes.

The unplucked rose
From Heaven
Descends
Toward
The cage that imprisons
A corpse.
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The Mighty King of Chu

By Dan Ying

He is a fire-ball from Heaven

Suddenly bursting
In the dark night
Scorching the vast land from east of the Wu River
To the Epang Palace of Qin
~To finally forge in flames
His overwhelming title of

Mighty King.

Blame that cup of heated wine
For failing to burn down the banquet hall at Hong Gate,
Or a glorious chapter of Chu history would have been written
He allows that invisible Flood Dragon
Holding the crown in his mouth
To go and hide in the tall grass on hills.
All the King has in his hands
Is a pair of fatal white-jade discs.

The legend says
Wherever a flood dragon goes, cloud and rain follow.
When the Dragon is encircled threefold by the King's troops
A sudden gale blows up.
East and west of the border river Hong'gou
All is cloud, all is rain.

Thunder-peals, howling wind, and whistling rain
Drive the King to Gaixia.
Provisions run out.
Soldiers are dying.
A wild whirlwind breaks his banner pole.
His black-dappled horse neighs furiously.
"Time is against me, what can I do?"

"Why don't we return to our neglected fields?
Why are we fighting a thousand miles from home?"
Who is singing this ballad ?
The undulating notes tumble with the whirling yellow sand
The King cannot discern
On which side the sun is shining
On which side the rain is falling.
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When he reaches the Wu River
His face resembles a flower in early autumn-
Petals falling one after another.
The glistening waves of the river
Are numerous glittering mirrors.

On this bank
The enemy troops hold high the notice of a bounty for his pitch-black head.
A thousand taels of gold and a fief of ten thousand households.
Never did his head shine or dazzle more
Than at this moment.

On the far bank
Women and children wail for the souls of eight thousand dead youths.
Though the elderly are once again willing to call him
Mighty King of West Chu
His face has withered
Into yellow twilight.
Gently flows the Wu River .

Crossing to the east
But no ferry-boat can carry his yesterday's magnitude.
Behind him
The banners of the heavenly posse
Billow with wind and cloud.

His dancing sword cuts
A thousand paths,
Barring the entrance of man or spirit.
Suddenly he opens his mouth wide
And bites the cold blade.
Just thirty-one-his blood
Geysers. into the blue sky
Then falls into the adverse current.

The great river flows east
His head and torso
Are worth a thousand taels of gold
Ten thousand households and five titles of honour.
The waves have washed away all heroes in the past
But his blood still sobs in the Wu River.
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A Tree in Bloom

By Xi Murong

I wish when you meet me
My beauty is in its prime. For this moment
I have prayed to Buddha for five hundred years,
Asking him to realize our karma of love.

So, Buddha transforms me into a tree,
Planted by a road which you will tread.
In earnest it blooms fully in the sunlight.
Every flower is my longing from a previous life.

When you walk near, please listen-
The trembling leaves are my passions awaiting you.
When you walk by and notice me not
What falls to the ground behind you
My friend, are not petals
But the withered valves of my heart.
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Magic Hour

By Ling Chung

When Time is bewitched
purple serpents and golden .dragons thread the waves.
Wandering between fake and real,
drops of water cannot make their minds up to play
the role of mist or of spray.
Longing for their lost homes,
sailors weep on distant waters.
The slanting sun won't set;
his trembling fingers clutch at a mountain peak.
Suddenly, weather-worn by surf,
the boulders deploy for battle.
They wait patiently to trap the Night Fairy
who soon will soar over the small islands.
Her moon-silver bare white feet
beneath a black satin gown
will trod their bare chests
and dance to the tinkling of waters.
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A Letter Burner

By Ling Chung
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Cling to the sublime,
which is your sublime,
for it never was mine,
who am a person without dreams,
who am but touchwood.
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Strike a light off my body then,
scoop up the glow in your hands
and go-leave
without setting me on fire
without feeding me to the flames.
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Let not the dream of you
like the blue of the sky
hem me in no matter where I go,
who from spring to fall
can survive the bonds
of but one season.
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I brandish my hands and set fire
to this forest of yearning;
your words set to my songs
start dancing
drearily
in the midst of the flames.
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Would
that we could drink in
the white clouds of heaven together
with our lustrated eyes.
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Would
that the hair I have shorn
could uphold
your foundering heart
that sinks into the abyss of solitude
like a pearl of dew
that drips into the heart
of a lotus blossom.

translated by Sean Golden
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